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Abstract

The lifetime of many software systems is surprisingly long, often far exceeding initial

plans and expectations. During development and maintenance of long-lived software,

requirements are analyzed and speci�ed, designs and code modules are developed, test-

ing is planned, and code is tested many times. Consequently, developers and managers

frequently lose or gain con�dence in software artifacts, especially when existing uncertain-

ties are relieved or when new uncertainties are encountered. Fluctuations in developers'

con�dences may in turn a�ect process actions or decisions, for instance determining the

impact of change, the need for regression testing, or when to stop testing. In this paper,

we present an approach that allows for developers' con�dences or \beliefs" regarding

software components to be modeled and updated directly. This approach is part of an

overall strategy that calls for explicit modeling of software engineering uncertainties using

an established technique for uncertainty modeling called Bayesian belief networks. Here,

we present several types of software uncertainty and how they may be modeled directly.

We also introduce Bayesian belief networks and how they may be used to either con�rm,

evaluate or predict software uncertainties. We discuss our experiences with constructing

Bayesian-network models of uncertainty for an existing system. These models may be

used by developers and managers in future evolution and maintenance activities. We

include con�dence-instilling factors that were identi�ed during elicitation of belief values

for this system. Finally, we describe our design and implementation of a Java program

that allows software systems and associated beliefs to be modeled explicitly.

Keywords: Software understanding, Uncertainty modeling, Bayesian belief networks, Software re-

quirements, Software testing, Software maintenance
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1 Introduction

Development of complex software is fraught with uncertainties. These uncertainties in turn lead

to various software defects, symptoms of the \software crisis," and occasionally to harmful failures

such as reported for the Therac-25 medical radiation device [LT93] and the Ariane-5 missile launch

attempt [LB96]. Signi�cant e�orts in software engineering research are aimed at relieving and

minimizing uncertainties, though removing them entirely is generally impossible. Despite such

research e�orts, many software development activities, including requirements speci�cation, coding,

testing and maintenance, are typically carried out in an ad hoc fashion, especially when restricted

by development budgets, available resources, and time-to-market constraints. In real-life software

projects, testing is often done after coding is complete, does not correspond to original requirements,

and does not provide for adequate coverage nor proper partitioning of the input domain.

Nevertheless, software requirements are speci�ed, designs and source code modules are devel-

oped, test plans are prepared, test suites are created, code is tested and later retested frequently

during system evolution. Because of uncertainties, developers are seldom entirely con�dent in

their software artifacts. Instead, they typically retain, at least intuitively, some degree of con�-

dence in those artifacts. Developers' con�dence levels tend to uctuate during development and

maintenance, often when existing uncertainties are relieved or new uncertainties are introduced.

Key software process concerns, such as \Are requirements speci�ed accurately and completely?"

and \When to stop testing?", are decided, at least partially, based on developers' con�dences in

requirements and test artifacts, respectively.

In this paper, we contend that software managers and developers alike would bene�t immensely

from explicit modeling of their con�dences in software artifacts. Since con�dences decrease and

increase due to uncertainties, we propose that developers' con�dences be captured using tech-

niques for uncertainty modeling. This proposal follows an earlier observation [ZR97a] that software

uncertainties exist, are ubiquitous, are relevant to development steps and process decisions, yet

surprisingly are seldom managed and modeled. Our approach calls for software uncertainties to be

captured as probability values, using an uncertainty-modeling technique known as Bayesian belief

networks (originally described by Pearl [Pea88]). This approach requires only that program source

code, along with related speci�cations, designs and test information, are known and available, and

that initial con�dence levels can be determined. Con�dence levels are obtained either objectively,

for instance based on statistical or historical data, or subjectively, for instance by interviewing

domain experts. Explicit modeling of individual software artifacts, relations, and associated uncer-

tainties, is but one example of larger strategy that calls for software uncertainties to be modeled

using Bayesian belief networks. Littlewood and Strigini, for instance, adopt a Bayesian approach

to modeling con�dences in program reliability and dependability [LS93]. In its most general form,

therefore, this strategy is applicable to many software situations where uncertainty is present and

its modeling deemed bene�cial.

To facilitate future construction of Bayesian models, we have implemented Bayesian-network

capabilities for software systems. We describe our design and implementation of a java program that

allows software systems to be de�ned as networks, called Software Belief Networks or simply SBNs,

of interrelated artifacts with associated belief values. After initial construction, an SBN becomes

subject to Bayesian updating, as de�ned by Pearl [Pea88]. To a�ord Bayesian updating, we employ

an existing system, also implemented in Java and available on the WWW, called JavaBayes [Coz96].

For legacy software, the corresponding SBN is maintained and updated simultaneously with the

system itself.

In this paper, we describe the construction of Bayesian models of software uncertainties. These

models represent developers' con�dences in software artifacts for a system currently under devel-
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opment at Beckman Instruments in Fullerton, California. This system, called CEquencer, controls

and communicates with hardware devices used by biologists, chemists, and other scientists to sep-

arate laboratory specimens into molecular constituents to help determine their DNA sequences.

It is important to note that CEquencer is developed largely by reusing and augmenting previous

designs and implementation of similar systems at Beckman.

This paper is organized as follows: First, relevant aspects of uncertainty modeling in software

engineering are presented, followed by detailed discussion of software requirements and testing un-

certainties, including examples of modeling those uncertainties. We then introduce Bayesian belief

networks and how they can be used to either con�rm, evaluate, or predict software uncertainties.

Speci�c examples of Bayesian-network construction are provided for Beckman's CEquencer system.

We also introduce the notion of con�dence-instilling factors, which may inuence developers' con-

�dences in software artifacts. This is followed by describing our design and implementation of a

Java program that supports the construction of Bayesian-network models of software systems.

2 Software Engineering Uncertainties

Here, we present three aspects of software uncertainty deemed most pertinent to this paper, namely

categories of applying uncertainty modeling, requirements analysis uncertainty, and testing uncer-

tainty. The reader is referred to [ZR97a] for many additional details.

2.1 Uncertainty Modeling in Software Engineering

In [ZR97a], we claim that uncertainty abounds in software development, stated succinctly as the

Maxim of Uncertainty in Software Engineering (MUSE): \Uncertainty is inherent and inevitable

in software development processes and products." We also propose, as a corollary to MUSE, that

software uncertainties should be modeled and managed explicitly, preferably using an established

uncertainty-modeling technique such as Bayesian belief networks. This is followed by identifying

three broad categories of applying uncertainty modeling to software engineering tasks, as follows:

1. Con�rmation: Certain characteristics or behaviors of software systems would seem reasonable

to most developers and are therefore expected to hold. For instance, con�dence in the correct

behavior of a program is expected to increase if no defects are detected by test case execution

and decrease otherwise. Uncertainty modeling can be used to con�rm such expectations (as

in [ZR97a]). For purposes of con�rmation, Bayesian-network models are relatively easy to

construct, yet correspondingly are of limited value to developers.

2. Evaluation: Of more interest is evaluation of whether desirable software qualities or properties

are indeed present. One may have, for instance, created regression test suites based on one or

more test adequacy criteria, such as described in [CPRZ89]. Uncertainty still exists, however,

regarding true defect-detection abilities of those regression test suites (cf. [FW93]). This

uncertainty may be modeled using uncertainty-modeling techniques. The resulting model, be

it Bayesian or otherwise, may be used to evaluate the test suite's defect detection ability.

3. Prediction: Predicting certain qualities or properties of planned development activities or

artifacts is most di�cult but also most bene�cial to developers. Consider, for example, the

following change management scenario: Given new system requirements and corresponding

new designs, one ultimately wishes to predict the quality of resulting code. Project managers,

for example, like to know in advance which code segments are more time-consuming or error-

prone. This prediction task may be accomplished by means of uncertainty modeling.
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2.2 Requirements Analysis Uncertainty

Successful software development is often hindered by the generally poor state of most require-

ments descriptions. Software requirements analysis typically includes learning about the problem

and problem domain, understanding the needs of potential users, and understanding the con-

straints on the solution. Investigations of the software crisis indicate that poor up-front de�nition

of requirements is one of the major causes of failed software e�orts [Pre92]. This hindrance to

successful software development is captured eloquently in Humphrey's requirements uncertainty

principle [Hum95]: \For a new software system, the requirements will not be completely known

until after the users have used it." In this paper we suggest that, given the inherent uncertainties

of specifying requirements, software analysts will do well to record those uncertainties explicitly,

rigorously and accurately.

Examples of software requirements uncertainties include, among others: Who are the real sys-

tem users? What precisely are users' needs and expectations? How well are they represented in

the requirements document? How well is the problem domain understood? How well is it cap-

tured in the requirements document? Additional uncertainty is then introduced in the transition

from requirements speci�cation through design to coding and system integration. Development

of complex software often requires the system to be represented at multiple levels of abstraction,

including requirements speci�cations, architectural and other design models, and source code imple-

mentations. Transitioning between di�erent levels of abstraction, however smooth, often introduces

uncertainties, including: How well does the design model correspond to the requirements analysis

model? How well does the implementation correspond to the design? How many of the speci�ed

requirements are indeed met?

2.3 Software Testing Uncertainty

Software testing is fraught with uncertainty due primarily to the inherent inability to completely

determine correctness by testing. Testing requires both planning and enactment, where enactment

includes test selection, test execution, and test result checking. Test enactment is inherently un-

certain, since only exhaustive testing in an ideal environment guarantees total con�dence in the

testing process and its results. This ideal testing scenario is infeasible for all but the most trivial

software systems. Instead, multiple factors exist that introduce software testing uncertainties.

2.3.1 Test Planning

We identify three aspects of test planning where uncertainty is present: the artifacts under test,

the test activities planned, and the plans themselves. Software systems under test include, among

others, requirements speci�cations, produced by requirements elicitation and analysis; design rep-

resentations, produced by architectural and detailed design; and source code, produced by coding

and debugging. Since uncertainty permeates these processes and products, plans for their testing

will inevitably carry those uncertainties forward. In section 3 we show that Bayesian modeling of

testing uncertainties supports their forwarding by way of Bayesian updating.

In addition to requirements, design, and coding uncertainties, software testing is also human-

intensive and thus introduces its own uncertainties. These uncertainties may in turn a�ect the

development e�ort and should therefore be accounted for in the test plan. In particular, many

testing activities, such as test result checking, are highly routine and repetitious and thus are likely

to be error-prone if done manually, which introduces additional uncertainty. Test planning activities

are carried out by humans at an early stage of development, thereby introducing uncertainties into

the resulting test plan. Also, test plans are likely to reect uncertainties that are, as described above,
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inherent in software artifacts and activities. During planning, probability values that correspond

to testing uncertainties are typically estimated either based on prior, historical data, or by experts'

subjective assessments.

2.3.2 Test Selection

Test selection is the activity of choosing a �nite set of elements (e.g., requirements, functions, paths,

data) to be tested out of a typically in�nite number of elements. Test selection is often based on

an adequacy or coverage criterion that is met by the elements selected for testing. The fact that

only a �nite subset of elements is selected inevitably introduces a degree of uncertainty regarding

whether all defects in the system can be detected. One can therefore associate a probability value

with a testing criterion that represens one's belief in its ability to detect defects. An example of

assigning con�dence values to path selection criteria is given below.

Substantial e�orts in software testing research have been devoted to de�ning testing techniques

and later evaluating their relative merits in detecting software defects. These e�orts can be classi�ed

roughly into experimentation, simulation, and analysis, including evaluation and analysis of random

testing [DN84] and partition testing [RC85, WJ91, JW89, HT90]; subsumption hierarchies for

data ow testing criteria [CPRZ89, FW88a, FW88b, WWH91]; and subsequent improvements to

subsumption. Particularly unsettling are Hamlet and Taylor's results that \partition testing does

not inspire con�dence" [HT90] and Frankl and Weyuker's results that a subsumption relations

among test criteria do not necessarily guarantee superior defect detection abilities [FW93].

2.3.3 Example: Path Selection Testing Criteria

To model the uncertainties associated with test criteria, we associated con�dence levels with the

path selection criteria in [CPRZ85, CPRZ89]. There, the authors present a subsumption hierarchy

that suggests a partial order of data ow path selection criteria regarding their ability to provide

adequate coverage of a given program. Subsumption implies relative strength of test criteria, which

may be recast as con�dences, as follows: If criterion A subsumes criterion B, then A is viewed

as superior to B with respect to defect detection. As a result, a higher level of con�dence would

typically be associated with A's defect detection abilities than those of B. Note that, as discussed

in [CPRZ89], even if A subsumes B, uncertainty still remains whether A is in fact better than

B, since demonstrating A's superior defect detection abilities would require that empirical data

be collected to substantiate the graph theoretic proofs of subsumption. This is discussed further

in [FW93], where it is shown that subsumption does not necessarily guarantee superior defect

detection abilities.

Con�dence in defect detection abilities of a given testing criterion may be quanti�ed by means of

a probabilistic belief value between 0 and 1. We use \belief" rather loosely here, but later we distin-

guish between \con�dence", referring to a subjective, typically from a human perspective, measure,

and \belief," referring to terminology used speci�cally in Bayesian-network modeling. A plausible

assignment of probabilistic con�dence values to a dozen path selection criteria from [CPRZ89],

based on input from a domain expert, was given in [ZR97a]. These con�dence values were then

used to con�rm developers' expectations for an elevator control system. Here, assigned con�dence

values are summarized in Table 1.

Noticeably, in this example, con�dence values assigned to path selection criteria are relatively

low. Low con�dence values indicate that even \strong" path selection criteria do not necessarily

incur high degree of con�dence in their defect detection abilities. This is because, in addition to

subsumption uncertainties discussed above, path selection does not take into account, for instance,

data value selection. Some defects are only revealed by certain data values, but not by others. Low
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Path Selection Criterion Con�dence Value

All-Paths :65

All-DU-Paths :59

Ordered Context Coverage+ :61

Context Coverage+ :55

Reach Coverage+ :45

All-Uses :45

All-C-Uses/Some-P-Uses :33

All-P-Uses/Some-C-Uses :33

All-Defs :25

All-P-Uses :2

All-Edges :15

All-Nodes :1

Table 1: Con�dence Values for Data Flow Path Selection Criteria

con�dence values for path selection criteria therefore reect the criteria's inability to guarantee

superior defect detection capabilities.

2.3.4 Test Execution

Test execution involves actual execution of system code on some input data. Test execution may

introduce uncertainties, as follows: the system under test may be executing on a host environment

di�erent from the target execution environment, thereby introducing uncertainty. Also, in cases

where the target environment is simulated on the host environment, testing accuracy can only be

as good as simulation accuracy. Furthermore, observation may a�ect testing accuracy with respect

to timing, synchronization, and other dynamic issues. Finally, test executions may not accurately

reect the operational pro�les of real users or real usage scenarios.

2.3.5 Test Result Checking

Test result checking is likely to be error-prone, inexact, and uncertain. Test result checking is

a�orded by means of a test oracle, that is used for validating results against stated speci�cations.

Test oracles can be classi�ed into �ve categories [RAO92], o�ering di�erent degrees of con�dence,

ranging from human oracles (lower con�dence) to speci�cation-based oracles (higher con�dence).

Even speci�cation-based oracles, though inspiring high con�dence, are susceptible to uncertainties

due to discrepancies between the speci�cation and customer's actual needs and expectations.

3 Bayesian Models of Uncertainty

3.1 Introduction to Bayesian Belief Networks

Bayesian belief networks [Pea88, Nea90] have been used in arti�cial intelligence research as frame-

work for modeling and reasoning with uncertainty. Several applications of Bayesian (or closely

related) techniques are currently in use, including interpretation of live telemetry data, power

generation monitoring, real-time weapons scheduling, medical diagnosis systems, and many other

diagnostics applications (see [iAA96, HMW95]). Of particular relevance are successful applications
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of Bayesian networks to large text and hypertext search databases in the domain of information re-

trieval [Fri88, Cro93] and to validation of ultrahigh dependability for safety-critical systems [LS93].

Generally, a Bayesian belief network o�ers a graphical presentation of causal, probabilistic

relationships among variables. The graphical depiction is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where

graph nodes represent variables whose values come from discrete or \enumerated" domains. In the

following, we use \nodes" when discussing structural aspects of Bayesian networks and \variables"

when discussing probabilities.

Directed edges between nodes represent causal inuence. Each edge has an associated matrix

of probabilities to indicate beliefs in how each value of the cause (i.e., parent) variable a�ects the

probability of each value of the e�ect (i.e., child) variable. The structure and probability values

for a Bayesian network are determined by the application domain and guided by consultation

with experts. Edge-matrix probabilities can either be estimated by experts or compiled from

statistical studies. An important assumption of Bayesian networks is variable independence: a

variable depends (in the probabilistic sense) only on its parents.

Bayesian updating occurs whenever new evidence arrives. Here, we follow Pearl's original

updating algorithm [Pea88], based on a message passing model, where probability vectors are sent

as messages between network nodes. Bayesian updating proceeds by repeatedly sending messages,

both \up" the network from a child node to its parent and \down" the network from a parent

node to its child, until all nodes are visited and their belief values, if needed, revised. As discussed

in section 5, this message-passing updating scheme is conducive to distributed implementation.

For comprehensive coverage of Bayesian updating and its algorithmic complexity and tractability

characteristics, see [Pea88, Nea90, HMW95].

A Bayesian belief network is de�ned formally as a triplet (N;E; P ), where N is a set of nodes,

E � N �N a set of edges, and P a set of probabilities. Each node in N is labeled by a random

variable vi, where 1 � i � jN j. Each variable vi takes on a value from a discrete domain and

is assigned a vector of probabilities, labeled Bel(vi) (for Belief(vi)). Each probability in Bel(vi)

represents belief that vi will take on a particular value. D = (N;E) is a DAG such that a directed

edge e =< si; ti >2 E indicates causal inuence from source node si to target node ti. For each node

ti, the strengths of causal inuences from its parent si are quanti�ed by a conditional probability

distribution p(tijsi), speci�ed in an m � n edge matrix, where m is the number of discrete values

possible for ti and n is the number of values for si. For complete coverage of Bayesian networks,

their de�nition and use, updating algorithms, and complexity analysis, see [Pea88, Nea90, HMW95].

3.2 Modeling Software Uncertainties

There are many compelling reasons for using Bayesian networks for modeling software uncertainties:

First, Bayesian networks o�er a mathematically-sound computational model for uncertain reason-

ing. Also, their graph structure seems to match, at least conceptually, that of software systems.

Thus, one should be able to construct a Bayesian model of a software system simply by annotat-

ing software artifacts with belief values representing developers' con�dences and, correspondingly,

software relations with conditional probability matrices (as is done here and in [ZR97a]). We note

that the resulting network has to be sensible and sound (in the probabilistic sense), i.e., one should

be able to interpret software relations as causal relationships among software artifacts. We also

note that the notion of Bayesian belief corresponds to our earlier notion of degree of con�dence.

In the following, we use \belief" speci�cally to refer to a Bayesian value, whereas \con�dence" is

used more generally to indicate subjective assessment of a software entity.

It should also be noted that software artifacts, relations, and associated beliefs change frequently

in all but the most trivial development processes. Bayesian networks may prove instrumental in
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capturing the dynamics of software change (with respect to con�dence and uncertainty) by means of

Bayesian updating. Furthermore, one's beliefs in software artifacts are typically inuenced by many

factors. This is easily accommodated in Bayesian networks since evidence from multiple sources

can be combined to determine the probability that a variable has a certain value. Thus, Bayesian

networks allow developers' con�dences to be continuously updated during software maintenance.

Finally, we believe that by using Bayesian networks one can address real problems of software en-

gineering, including, among others, e�ective hypertext navigation of large software spaces [ZR97b,

ZO95], determining ultrahigh dependability of systems [LS93], and identifying performance bottle-

necks and high-risk modules. Our choice of Bayesian networks, however justi�ed, does not preclude

the application of other techniques for modeling uncertainties. Instead, other approaches, including

fuzzy, monotonic and non-monotonic logics, should be investigated and their relative strengths and

weaknesses compared against those of Bayesian networks. This investigation is currently underway,

its outcome to be reported in [Ziv97a].

4 Example: Uncertainties in CEquencer Software

4.1 CEquencer Requirements Uncertainties

In the following, we present the results of eliciting con�dence levels or \belief values" from require-

ments analysts for the CEquencer system. To this end, the following steps were carried out:

� First we studied CEquencer requirements documentation, for example [Bec97]. Though the

requirements for CEquencer were determined and speci�ed prior to our study, we found the

documentation commensurate with a REquirements BUilding process we have been using

in research and classroom situations, called REBUS [SZH+91]. This enabled us to capture

CEquencer requirements as a DAG of REBUS nodes, explained next.

� REBUS allows for software requirements to be captured as a hierarchical DAG of requirements

elements. For CEquencer, the top levels of its requirements DAG are:

1. The root node represents the entire CEquencer system.

2. The main subcomponents of the system include Run (for running a method or sample

table), Edit (for editing a method or sample table), Data analysis, Data management,

and Help.

3. Here, the main subcomponents above are decomposed into their respective subrequire-

ments. The Run component is the most complex of the �ve, and includes File manage-

ment, Direct control, Run menu operations, Tools, Log operations, and Replenish.

Additional levels of decomposition exist, but space does not permit their inclusion here. In-

stead, a graphical depiction of the topmost levels of CEquencer's REBUS DAG, detailing Run

requirements, is shown in Figure 1.

� Upon capturing the structure of requirements elements, probabilistic \belief values" for those

elements were established. This was done by interviewing CEquencer's requirements analyst

to record her con�dence levels in those requirements. Her con�dences are summarized in

Table 3. Note that the third column of Table 3 cites those factors that have inuenced and

contributed to each belief. The notion of inuential factors is discussed next.
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Figure 1: A REBUS DAG of CEquencer Requirements

4.2 Con�dence Instilling Factors

In interviewing CEquencer's requirements analyst, several factors became apparent as inuencing

her con�dence levels in requirements elements. Those factors are called Con�dence Instilling Factors

or simply CIFs. Regarding CIFs, we observe the following:

� CIFs vary in their objectivity. For example, for requirements that have been implemented

successfully in the past (e.g., in similar Beckman projects), the analyst could quite objectively

assign a high level of con�dence. Other CIFs, such as whether a given requirement is likely

to change or to be di�cult to implement, are generally more subjective.

� CIFs may increase or decrease developers' con�dences. For example, a more complex require-

ment or one that is likely to change would tend to decrease con�dence. On the other hand, the

analyst would typically be more con�dent of requirements that are constrained, for instance,

by the laws of physical and biological sciences.

� Multiple CIFs may inuence a single requirement, for instance, when a requirement is per-

ceived as complex, likely to change, and restricted by laws of nature. The analyst's con�dence

level in this case is inuenced by multiple factors and would decrease or increase accordingly.

We have identi�ed CIFs for CEquencer requirements. CIFs are shown in Table 3, where the

rightmost column is indexed by CIF numbers, de�ned next.

1. Incomplete or ambiguous requirements. Developer or expert con�dence in a require-

ments artifact tends to decrease if there exist concerns regarding the artifact's completeness

(i.e., whether all aspects of the requirement are captured fully) and/or ambiguity (i.e., whether

the requirement description is ambiguous).
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2. Anticipated changes. CEquencer requirements, like those of most ongoing software projects,

are in constant ux and undergo many changes. In cases where changes are anticipated

or imminent for one or more requirements artifacts, expert con�dence in those artifacts is,

expectedly, reduced.

3. Prior experience with a required capability. Similar to most other systems, CEquencer

designs and code modules are not developed from scratch. Rather, CEquencer improves upon

as well as reuses elements of previously developed software. When existing components are

reused, especially ones for which past experiences have been favorable, developer con�dence

is high. Conversely, when little or no experience exists, the degree of uncertainty increases

and, correspondingly, con�dence drops.

4. Real world concerns and constraints. These are problem domain issues that exist in

the real world, speci�cally in CEquencer's physical operational environment. Generally, when

laws of nature restrict operational behavior, expert con�dence tends to increase.

5. Hardware and �rmware interface uncertainties. These uncertainties typically arise at

points of interface to hardware and �rmware elements. An example is sending and receiv-

ing information to hardware components; this typically reduces con�dence due to hardware

uncertainties and, most importantly, interface uncertainties.

6. Perceived complexity. Requirements whose provision appears trivial or at least straightfor-

ward tend to increase developer con�dence. Conversely, con�dence is reduced for requirements

that specify complex behaviors or interactions.

7. Derived versus directly available data. Is the information readily obtained from, for

example, a device or an instrument, versus getting the information through some additional

transfer and/or mathematical computation. There is typically additional uncertainty caused

by computations and levels of indirection.

4.3 Bayesian Models of CEquencer Artifact Uncertainties

This section includes an example Bayesian network for two requirements elements, two test suites,

and ten modules, together representing a small but meaningful \slice" of CEquencer. This slice is

meaningful in that its constituent artifacts are largely reused or reworked from previous incarna-

tions of CEquencer, thereby comprising a typical maintenance scenario. A Bayesian network was

constructed for the following elements:

� Test suite FSM-TP-Unit-Test-Plan tests code modules FsmStatus, FsmData, FsmTmProg,

and FsmMethod against requirements Start-Method and Start-Sample-Table. Similarly, test

suite FSM-Unit-Test-Plan tests code modules FsmRun, FsmCon�g, FsmStatus, FsmData,

FsmDirCtrl, FsmCmdResp, and FsmVxDIf against the same two requirements elements.

� Con�dence levels for requirements elements have been established earlier, in Table 3. Ad-

ditional con�dence levels for test artifacts (elicited from CEquencer testers), code modules

(elicited from CEquencer programmers), and their relations were collected and are summa-

rized in Table 2. Figure 2 is a graphical depiction of artifacts, their relations, and associated

belief values. Figure 2 reects a Java applet, developed in conjunction with the program in

section 5 and made available on the World Wide Web [Ziv97b]. This applet was shared with

CEquencer developers to both receive their feedback as well as enhance their understanding

of and insight into artifact relationships.
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Figure 2: Example Bayesian-network Model for CEquencer Artifacts

5 Design and implementation

We used object-oriented (OO) techniques to design and implement Bayesian networks for software

systems. Our design, shown schematically in Figure 3, includes an abstract base class Graph, itself

an aggregate of two additional abstract classes, Node and Edge. Two classes, Software System

and Belief Network are derived from Graph. Like Graphs, Software Systems are aggregations of

Software Artifacts and Software Relations, while Belief Networks are aggregations of Belief Nodes

and Belief Edges. Finally, using multiple inheritance, Software Belief Networks are derived from

both Software Systems and Belief Networks; Software Belief Nodes from Software Artifacts and

Belief Nodes; and Software Belief Edges from Software Relations and Belief Edges. This OO model

is depicted in Figure 3 using Rumbaugh's Object Modeling Technique [RBP+91]. All classes and

aggregation relations are shown but some obvious inheritance relations are left out to maintain

clarity and readability.

The inheritance hierarchy of our model is arguably simple and may be elaborated further. A

new class Directed Graph may be inserted between Graph and Belief Network. Also, class Software

Artifact may be further specialized into kinds of software artifacts, such as requirements speci�-

cations, designs, test cases and test results; class Software Relation may be similarly specialized.

These extensions, albeit useful, are beyond the scope of this paper; for our purposes, the model in

Figure 3 is su�cient. Our design model is further simpli�ed by a single-inheritance implementation.

Multiple inheritance, though conceptually appropriate, may lead to implementation di�culties, in-

cluding, among others, name clash resolution (cf. [Str94]). Indeed Java, the programming language

chosen for implementation, allows multiple inheritance of interfaces only, but not of classes. Our

Java program therefore implements a single inheritance scheme, from Graph to Software System to

Software Belief Network.

Java was chosen for several reasons:

� It is an OO programming language, thereby o�ering smooth transition from an OO design
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Artifact Con�dence/Belief Value Elicited From

Start/ Run Sample Table 97% Requirements Analyst

Start/ Run Method 70% Requirements Analyst

FSM TP Unit Test Plan 55% Run Module Tester

FSM Unit Test Plan 35% Run Module Tester

FsmRun 75% Run Module Programmer

FsmCon�g 95% Run Module Programmer

FsmStatus 85% Run Module Programmer

FsmData 75% Run Module Programmer

FsmTmProg 85% Run Module Programmer

FsmMethod 70% Run Module Programmer

FsmSampleTable 70% Run Module Programmer

FsmDirCtrl 95% Run Module Programmer

FsmCmdResp 90% Run Module Programmer

FsmVxDIf 50% Run Module Programmer

Table 2: Example Software Belief Network for CEquencer

model to implementation. Speci�cally, our conceptual notion that software systems and

Bayesian networks share common attributes is still visible and traceable in the code.

� It o�ers several advantages over other OO languages, including dynamic code linking, au-

tomatic garbage collection, and support for creation and management of execution threads.

Support for multiple threads is particularly appealing for Bayesian network implementation,

since Pearl's algorithm can be implemented by message passing among network nodes, where

each node executes in its own thread 1.

� Our implementation interacts with an existing implementation of Bayesian updating that was

developed using Java and made available on the WWW, called JavaBayes [Coz96].

Our implementation allows for software artifacts, relations, and associated belief values, to be

de�ned and entered. Bayesian updating, as implemented in JavaBayes, is then used for accepting

new evidence and for propagating revised belief values throughout the software network. This im-

plementation was used in [ZR97a] for Bayesian-network con�rmation of developers' expectations for

an elevator control system. Here, it is used for Bayesian-network modeling of requirements and test-

ing uncertainties in CEquencer software. Additional modeling of Beckman software uncertainties

is currently underway, to be reported elsewhere [Ziv97a].

6 Summary

In this paper we presented three related concepts:

1. MUSE: The Maxim of Uncertainty in Software Engineering, stating that uncertainties are

abundant in software development.

2. SBNs: Software belief networks, combining software systems with Bayesian networks by anno-

tating software artifacts and relations with belief values representing developers' con�dences.

1
Multiple threads are not supported in the current implementation.
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Software Belief Network

Software Artifact Software Relation

Software System

Software Belief Node Software Belief Edge

Belief Network

Belief Node Belief Edge

Graph

Node Edge

Figure 3: An Object Oriented Model of Software Belief Networks

3. CIFs: Con�dence Instilling Factors, which may decrease or increase developers' con�dences

in software artifacts and relations.

We provided several examples of software uncertainties, constructed several SBNs, implemented

SBNs in Java, and presented seven CIFs that have inuenced con�dence levels of CEquencer devel-

opers. Several impediments and limitations of our approach were observed, including the upfront

cost of obtaining prior belief values, the need to ensure that software belief networks retain causality

and variable independence, and the assumption that both software project information as well as

developers and domain experts are accessible. More encouragingly, however, preliminary experience

with the Bayesian-network approach appears to con�rm that:

� The conceptual view of both software systems and Bayesian networks as interrelated \webs"

of nodes and links seems to o�er a convenient metaphor that also maps well into subsequent

design and implementation. Speci�cally, early depictions of CEquencer artifact webs were

developed as Java applets and placed on the World Wide Web (see [Ziv97b]); these applets

were then viewed and reviewed by Beckman developers for accuracy and relevancy.

� The CEquencer system, like most other software, proved to be fraught with uncertainties,

thereby con�rming our suspicions for at least one real-life system. Speci�cally, CEquencer

software embodies many, often subtle, problem domain uncertainties, including uncertainties

stemming from laws of physics and chemistry in the software's operational environment as

well as from vaguely de�ned boundaries between software versus hardware components.

� Finally, our notion of software uncertainties was well received by Beckman developers, o�ering

convenient means in which to describe their con�dences and beliefs regarding CEquencer

software. This in turn contributed to increased \con�dence" in our approach and our ability

to model and manage additional uncertainties in the future.
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We plan to pursue Bayesian-network modeling of software uncertainties modeling, especially

with repsect to evolution and maintenance, where uncertainties are most abundant. Speci�cally,

we wish to explore how Bayesian-network models may a�ect and guide future development steps.
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Requirement Con�dence/Belief Value Related CIFs

Run Module General Requirements 97% 2, 3

Restore Default Data Monitor Display 98% 3

Save Data Monitor Display 98% 3

System Preferences 85% 1

Load/ Unload Trays 50% 2, 5

Direct Control Tray position 50% 2, 5

Setting capillary temperature 80% 5

Denature Samples 85% 3

Denature Samples Tray position 50% 3, 5

Capillary Alignment 97% 3

Inject 95% 3

Injection Tray position 80% 2, 5

Separate 75% 2, 5

Separation Tray position 50% 2, 5

Gel Capillary Fill 60% 3, 5

Start/ Run Sample Table 97% 3

Start/ Run Method 70% 2

Con�guration Con�rmation 97% 3

Pause 85% 6

Stop System 70% 1, 2, 3

Monitor Baseline 95% 3

Diagnostics 45% 1, 2, 3, 6

Auto scale 98% 3

Pause Data 90% 3

Unzoom/ Unzoom all 98% 3

Display options 98% 3

Log options 90% 5

Freeze Log 80% 5

Capillary information 90% 5

Release/ Install Capillary Array 40% 3, 6, 7

Gel/ Bu�er information 90% 5

Release Gel Cartridge 65% 3, 5

Run About Box (Help) 99% 3

Instrument information 95% 5

Status monitor 85% 2, 5

Activity 99% 3

Progress or Active 87% 3, 5

Method 90% 3, 5

Voltage 90% 3, 5

Total Averaged Current 70% 3, 5, 7

Gel level 70% 3, 5, 7

Gel life 98% 3

Capillary usage 80% 3, 5

Capillary life 75% 7

Device position 90% 3

Interpreting capillary temperature 70% 4, 5

Laser 1 Hours 97% 5

Laser 2 Hours 97% 5

Sample 98% 3, 5

micro-Amps 80% 3, 4, 5

Viewing data 98% 3, 5

Table 3: Requirements Artifacts, Associated Beliefs, Related CIFs
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